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Cetec ERP Director of Sales to Host ERP Best Practices Round Table 

during WHMA Conference 
 
AUSTIN, TX ― January 2023 ― Cetec ERP, a leading cloud ERP software provider, is 
pleased to announce that Jordan Jolly, Director of Sales and Implementation, will host a round 
table during the Wiring Harness Manufacturer’s 
Association (WHMA) Conference. The event is 
scheduled to take place Feb. 14-16, 2023 in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico.  
 
Jolly will host the round table discussion entitled, 
‘Making ERP Less Evil: An ERP Best Practices on 
Wednesday, Feb. 15th. ERP systems might be described 
as a "necessary evil". If they are necessary, in what 
ways do you think they could be made less evil? What 
lessons have you learned over the years? 
 
Jolly has been directing ERP implementations for the 
electronics industry for more than 10 years, and has 
seen numerous different situations, successes and 
failures. He would love to share those experiences with 
a round table and potentially learn from others’ 
experiences as well. 
 
Over the past 30 years, the WHMA Annual Wire Harness Conference has become one of few 
investments that give an opportunity to learn, grow, share, and discover new approaches to 
many aspects of the wire harness industry. The conference features a number of timely 
presentations on topics important to wire harness manufacturers, OEMs and suppliers. It also 
includes peer-to-peer networking, best-practices roundtables, a technical education workshop 
and an Exhibit Hall with industry leading suppliers. It’s a conference you do not want to miss! 
 
Cetec ERP’s leading-edge system helps customers handle stringent regulatory requirements 
and track dynamic production environments, all from a single, friendly web interface. All 
modules, support, maintenance and upgrades are included in the monthly subscription.  
 
To learn more about Cetec ERP, visit http://cetecerp.com/.  
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About Cetec ERP 
Cetec ERP was founded by seasoned ERP specialists with a desire to help businesses run their 
operations more efficiently. This desire led to a cloud-native platform with innovative features, available at 
a fraction of the cost of the typical ERP system. For more information, visit http://cetecerp.com/.  
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